
 

Global App Downloads & Consumer Spend Hit 
Record Levels: Q3 2017 Recap 

Report Methodology 
The downloads and consumer spend figures in this report are based on estimates 
available through App Annie Intelligence. Market-level metrics represent the full 
worldwide geography for both iOS App Store and Google Play. 
 
App Annie Intelligence is currently available for the iOS App Store and Google Play. It 
does not currently provide download and revenue estimates for other app stores, such as 
the Amazon Appstore, but it does provide usage metrics for third-party Android app 
stores in China. iOS and Google Play represent the majority of the mobile app market 
globally. Alternative stores, namely third-party Android stores, exist in many countries; 
and, in China, these Android stores collectively have a dominant position. 
 
In App Annie Intelligence, Apple TV, Mac, iMessage standalone app and sticker 
downloads are not included in iOS download and consumer spend estimations. Apps 
featuring Apple Watch functionally downloaded to iPhone or iPad through the iOS App 
Store are counted in download and consumer spend estimates. 
 
Download estimates only include initial app installs. Re-downloads and app updates are 
excluded from our estimates. 
 
App Annie Intelligence consumer spend estimates represent the total consumer spend on 
both the iOS App Store and Google Play prior to fees taken out by Apple and Google or 
VAT. 
 
Consumer spend estimates reflect what consumers spend in app stores for paid 
downloads and in-app purchases (in-app purchases include subscriptions). They do not 
include revenue earned from in-app advertising. 
 
In the iOS App Store, a publisher categorizes their app under a Primary Category as well 
as an optional Secondary Category. All category analysis in this report has been 
conducted based on the app’s Primary Category only. This approach prevents any 
overlap or duplication among categories, and therefore allows us to size the categories 
and analyze category share changes properly without double-counting. 
 
On Google Play, generally an app can be categorized under only one category, so there is 
no overlap across categories. The exception occurs for Family apps. For the purposes of 
this report, apps were attributed only to the Primary Category on Google Play. 
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In both the iOS App Store and Google Play, a publisher may decide to shift its own 
existing app from one Primary Category to another Primary Category. In such cases, 
downloads and consumer spend for the app in the week in which it is changed are 
attributed to app’s Primary Category at the end of the week. 
  
For consumer spend and download estimates, the apps in this report are ranked based on 
unified apps made possible by App Annie’s exclusive DNA. In unified apps, similar 
versions of the same app with different names and on different platforms are unified. For 
example, NFL on iOS, and NFL Mobile on Google Play are aggregated and ranked as a 
single NFL Mobile unified app. 
 
App Annie Usage Intelligence data for Android phone were derived from mobile usage 
data collected from a large sample of real-world users, combined with additional 
proprietary data sets. 
 
Data in this report reflects App Annie’s current estimates and DNA relationships for all 
time periods as of the time of publication. This includes data restatements as App Annie 
is continuously refining its algorithms to provide its customers with the most accurate 
estimates possible. Historical data may also be restated from a prior publication, a 
standard practice for the industry.   
 
Certain trademarks and/or images used in this report may belong to third parties and are 
the property of their respective owners. App Annie claims no rights in such trademarks or 
images. 
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